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On A Monotonicity Problem in Step-Down 
Multiple Test Procedures 

H. FINNER* 

We consider a monotonicity problem concerning the critical values in stepwise multiple test procedures for comparing k parameters. 
This problem will be solved for a large class of distributional settings by means of an inequality for cumulative distribution functions 
of test statistics satisfying a simple monotonicity condition. 

KEY WORDS: Adjusted significance levels; Holder's inequality; Multiple level of significance; Natural procedure; Pairwise testing; 
Range inequality; Step-down procedure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A question that often occurs in a natural manner in step- 
wise multiple comparisons procedures is the monotonicity 
of the critical values defining these procedures. In a recent 
paper (Finner 1990), this problem was solved for multiple 
range tests by means of an inequality for the distribution 
function of the range statistic. Here we consider the mono- 
tonicity problem in a more general way with respect to pair- 
wise testing problems and step-down procedures. 

Let Xi, ..., Xk be independently distributed random 
variables with corresponding probability measures Pxi E P 
(i = 1, . . . , k), where P is a prespecified class of probability 
measures. Then we define a function ,u: P- 0 such that 
Ai = ,1(PXi) (i = 1, ... , k) denote the parameters of interest. 
Now we want to test all k(k - 1)/2 hypotheses Hog: Ai = ,j 
versus H'1: Ai * ,j (1 < i < j < k) by means of a step-down 
test procedure with multiple level a (a E (0, 1)). The classic 
solution of this problem is based on the so-called set of ho- 
mogeneity hypotheses; that is, 

HQ= n H'j Q C-Ik= Il k}, IQI 2 2. 
I,jeQ,i*j 

Let TQ = TQ(Xi: i E Q) be real-valued test statistics de- 
pending on Xi, i E Q. For the sake of simplicity, we first 
assume that the cumulative distribution function of TQ is 
given by Fq(z) = P,( TQ < z) for all A E HQ where q = I QI; 
that is, in this case the distribution of TQ given A E Ho 
depends only on the size of Q. 

The most popular choice of significance levels for a step- 
down test procedure defined in the next paragraph is given 
by ak = ak-I = a, aq = 1- (1 - Y q=2,...,k-2. 
Another choice of adjusted significance levels may be found 
in Lehmann and Shaffer (1979). The corresponding critical 
values are defined by 

cq(aq) = inf{ c E R: Fq(c) 1 -aq}. 

The step-down multiple test procedure for the extended 
set of hypotheses HQ, Q c Ik, QI ? 2 is defined as follows. 
Reject HQ if Tp ? cp(ap) for all P with Q c P. Hence a 
hypothesis Hog: Ai = ,u is rejected if Tp ? cp( ap) for all P 
with { i, j } c P. This procedure with ap defined as earlier 
keeps the multiple level (of significance) a; that is, the prob- 
ability of erroneously rejecting a true null hypothesis is 

* H. Finner is Wissenschaftlicher Assistent, Fachbereich IV, Mathematik/ 
Statistik, 54286 Trier, Germany. The author thanks the referees for their 
helpful comments. 

bounded by a (cf. Finner 1990; Lehmann and Shaffer 1977, 
1979). 

Because Hp c HQ often implies TP 2 TQ, the require- 
ment cp( ap) 2 cq( aq) seems quite natural. Examples of sta- 
tistics with the property TP 2 TQ for Hp c HQ are the range 
statistic maxi,jEQ Xi - XjI, the one-sided range statistic 
maxi,jEQ,i<j(Xi - Xj), the chi-squared-type statistic 2ieQ (Xi 
- XQ)2 with XQ = 2iEQ Xi / q, the mean deviation statistic 
>2ieQ I Xi- X , and also the k-sample rank statistic and 
the k-sample sign statistic. 

We notice that TP 2 TQ always implies cP(a) 2 cq(a ) for 
all a E (0, 1). Unfortunately, the choice of the adjusted sig- 
nificance levels often results in Ckl < Ck-2; that is, a violation 
of the monotonicity requirement. A similar effect can be 
observed in the minimax approach of Lehmann and Shaffer 
(1979) (see ex. 3.1 in Finner 1990), where it is possible that 
the monotonicity is violated for many p E {2, ..., k}. If 
the monotonicity requirement is not satisfied, this may in- 
dicate that there is something wrong with the choice of the 
adjusted significance levels. But if we define a new set of 
critical values by c', = max2?p?<q cp, q = 2, ..., k, we 
obtain c' < *.. < ck, and the resulting test procedure 
with modified adjusted significance levels given by a'q 
= 1-Fq((c), q = 2,..., k, leads to the same decisions 
concerning the pair hypotheses Hg as does the original pro- 
cedure whenever TQ < TP for all Q c P. This may be seen 
as follows. Clearly, because c', > cq for all q = 2, . . . , k, the 
modified procedure accepts every hypothesis that is accepted 
by the original procedure. To prove the converse, assume 
that Hj is accepted by the modified procedure. Then there 
exists a Q with { i, j} c Q, q = I Q I, and TQ < c'q. If c' 
= cq, the original procedure also accepts Hg. If c' > cq, then 
there exists a p < q with c', = cp and cp = cp. Let { i, j} P 
CQwith p = I PI. Then Tp < TQ < c'q = cp, thus H'j is 
accepted by the original procedure. 

A further advantage of monotonic critical values and 
monotonic test statistics is that a pair hypothesis HgJ can 
always be rejected if Tij > Cq for one q E {2, . .. , k } and if, 
in addition, TP> cpforallPwith {i,j} j P,P = IPI > q. 
This property can be used to avoid testing of all 2k - k - 1 
homogeneity hypotheses (see, for instance, the example in 
Sec. 4). 

It is obvious from these considerations that it makes no 
sense to look for an optimal choice of adjusted significance 
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levels without respect to the monotonicity requirement if 
interest is focused only on the pair hypotheses Ho(: Ai = Ai. 
On the other hand, a step-down multiple test procedure- 
or, more generally, a closed test procedure-does not require 
monotonicity. For example, the modified procedure in the 
preceding paragraph based on the critical values c' may lead 
to a loss in power relative to the original procedure if one is 
interested in all homogeneity hypotheses Ho , Q c Ik, I Q I 
? 2. But monotonic critical values and monotonic test sta- 
tistics often allow simplified and fast algorithms for the com- 
putation of the decisions for the pair hypotheses Ho2; see, 
for example, the algorithm based on the range statistic (cf. 
Finner 1990; Lehmann and Shaffer 1977). Finally, a viola- 
tion of the monotonicity property seems to contradict the 
philosophy of a step-down procedure. 

The main purpose of this article is to show that the "nat- 
ural" procedure (cf. Finner 1990) based on the adjusted sig- 
nificance levels 

aq=a, q=k 

- min{l - Fkl(ck I (a)), 1 - (1 - (k )k 

q=k- 1 

=1- (I -a oy)k, 2 < q c k - 2 (1) 
yields the monotonicity of the corresponding critical values 
for all test statistics with the property TQ < Tp for Q c P. 
The adjustment for q = k - 1 in (1) is necessary, because 
there are examples where ckI (a)> Ck-2(l - (1 - )(k-2)1k), 

whereas no problems occur by choosing ak-i = 1 - (1 
-a o)(k-l)lk, 

The solution given in Section 2 is based on an inequality 
for various cumulative distribution functions (cdf's) obtained 
in Finner (1992), which is of the same type as the range 
inequality. 

The case where the cdf of TQ depends not only on the size 
q but also on the special set Q itself will be considered sep- 
arately in Section 3. It will be shown that the corresponding 
critical values cQ(aq), 0 # Q C Ik, IQI = q ? 2 do not 
always satisfy CQ( aq) < cp( ap) for all Q C P although the 
monotonicity property TQ < Tp is satisfied. But here we ob- 
tain the weaker property that for every Q C 4k, I QI ? 3, 
there exists at least onejE Q such that cQ\{j}(aql) < cQ(aq), 
where aq = 1 - (1 - a)/k, q = 2, . . . , k. Finally, the practical 
advantage of monotonicity properties is illustrated by rean- 
alyzing a data set of an unbalanced one-way layout with a 
step-down F-test procedure. 

2. SOLUTION OF THE MONOTONICITY PROBLEM 

Theorem 2.1. Let Xi, i C N, be independent identically 
distributed random variables with values in Q and let TQ: 
Q- fR be real-valued Borel-measurable statistics with cu- 
mulative distribution function Fq( z) = P(TQ < z) for all 0 

QC N,q= IQI,zeR.IfTp(wi:ieP)?< TQ(w:i 
EQ)forall(w,i: i Q)C eq, 0 # PC QCN,P = Ipl, 
q = I QI, then 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 may be found in Finner ( 1992). 

We point out that inequality (2) is a special case of a gen- 
eralization of Holder's inequality for n functions. Similarly, 
as in Finner ( 1990), we now obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1. Let k E N, k > 2, a E (0, 1), aq = I 
- (1 -a )/k, q = 1, . . ., k, and cq(aq) as defined earlier. 
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have Ck( ak) 

> .. * cl ( a,) . 

All that remains to be done is to verify the monotonicity 
property of the underlying statistics TQ in various situations. 
The range statistic and the one-sided range statistic trivially 
possess this property. To prove the monotonicity property 
for the chi-squared type statistic and the mean deviation 
statistic, letP= { 1, . . ., p } and Q= {1, .. . , p + } . Then 
it may easily be seen that 

(X--2 - z X--P)2 + (p + l)(X +-?Q)2/P 

jEQ jEP 

and 

E Ixi-x-I = x -xJ-x9 
jEQ JEP 

+ jxP+1 - J-P I/(p + 1) 
jEP 

>_2 1 xj-- + (xp+l -x~p.)/(p + 1 
JEP 

=~~~~ p 

jeP 

hence the chi-squared type statistic and the mean deviation 
statistic satisfy the desired monotonicity property. 

At next we consider the k-sample rank statistic (Dwass 
1960; Steel 1960) and the k-sample sign statistic (Nemenyi 
1963), as defined in Miller (1980). Let Xi = (Xi1, . . *, Xin) 
i=1, . . ., k and assume that the Xij, j = 1, . . ., n, i = 1, 
... , k are independent identically distributed with values in 
R. Let Ri :it, . . . , Rin:i, be the ranks of the observations xi 1, 
. . ., xin with respect to the combined sample x 1, .*.., xin, 
Xi,l, . . ., xi'n of size 2n. The rank sum for sample i with 
respect to sample i' is given by Rij, = Ej= Rij:i,, and the q- 
sample rank statistic for testing HQ, Q c Ik, I Q = q ? 2 
is defined as 

Tq= max Rip. 

The problem of ties must be solved such that TQ and Tp 
are identically distributed for I PI = I Q I. Because Tp(xi: i 
EP) < TQ(xi: iEQ)forallPc Qand(xi: i(Q)Qnq, 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied. 

In the case of the k-sample sign statistic, we consider 
a slightly modified version of the procedure in Miller 
(1980). Let Dit,:j = 1 if xij - xij > 0 and D>t, = 0 if other- 
wise. Set S, = _ D-t,:j and define the statistics TQ 
= maxij,EQ ji, St,. . Obviously, Tp(xi: i E P) < TQ(x1: i 
E Q) for all P c Q and (xi: i E Q) E Qnqf Hence the cor- 
responding distribution functions satisfy (2). 

Unfortunately, Theorem 2.1 is no longer valid if the Xi 
are dependent; for example, if the Xi are studentized random 
variables given by Xi = Z1/S, where Z1, ...*, Zk, S are 
assumed to be independent. In this case the monotonicity 
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of the critical values of the natural procedure may be violated. 
An example concerning the studentized range statistic was 
given by Finner (1990). But it seems that the F distribution 
makes an exception. Let Tp = EP=i X2, TI = y 
where Tp and T, are independently distributed chi-squared 
variates with p and v degrees of freedom. Let Gp,, denote the 
cdf of Tp/ T, and letfp,v,a denote the critical values satisfying 
P Tp(/ T, ' fp,v,a) = 1 - a (i.e., fp,v,a = pFp,v,/Iv, where Fp,v,a 
denote the critical values of the F distribution with p and v 
degrees of freedom). Then a numerical check indicates the 
validity of the inequality Gp,v(z) l/p 2 Gp+I,(z)'I(P+l) for all 
v 2 2 (with equality for v = 2 and reversed inequality for v 
= 1), z > 0, and p C NJ. But the correctness of this inequality 
would imply the monotonicity of the critical values - ( ap) 
= p,v, as well as of cp(ap) = fp_i,v,ap, where ap = 1 - (1 

a a)P/k, p = (1), 2, ... , k. In pairwise testing situations 
with corresponding distributional assumptions, the latter set 
of critical values with the modification ak-I = a is widely 
used (see also the example in Sec. 4). Hence it would be of 
interest to know whether or not this inequality holds for all 
v 2 2. 

3. INDEPENDENT NON-IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED 
TEST STATISTICS 

In this section we consider the problems occurring in the 
case where the distribution of TQ under HQ depends not 
only on the size of Q but also on the special set Q itself. For 
example, if the Xi are given by Xi = (Xi,, . . ., Xi,,), i = 1, 
... , k with different sample sizes ni, or if the Xi have different 
variances, then the distribution of TQ(Xi: i C Q) depends 
on the special set Q. But in this case the statistics TQ often 
satisfy the monotonicity property Tp > TQ if Hp c- HQ. 
This is obviously true for maximum statistics of the type TQ 
= maxjij1_Q,i*j Tfijj. Furthermore, as in Section 2 we easily 
obtain that the chi-squared statistic ziEQ n i(Xi. -X Q 2 
and the mean deviation statistic zieQ ni I Xi. -X Q- I pos- 
sess this property, where Xi. - z 'i I Xijlni and XQ. 
= 2iEQ E j-1 Xijl 2rErQ nr. Under the assumption that the 
cdf is now given by FQ(z) = P,( TQ < z) for all A C Ho, the 
critical values are defined by 

cQ(aq) = inf{c E R: FQ(c) 1 - aq}, 

with QcIk,q= IQI ?2. 
We first show that a similar result as Corollary 2.1 

cannot hold in general. For example, let Xi be normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 / ni, ni C NJ, i 
= 1, ..., q and let Q = {1, ..., q}, q ? 2. Because 
limnq . 00 P(max Ii<q I Xi I < c) = P(max -i?q- I XiI < c) 
for all c > 0, it is obvious that there exist examples where 
cQ(aq) < CQ\{q}(aq-l) for large values of nq and aq defined 
as in Corollary 2.1. Although this result may be disappoint- 
ing, it is not astonishing, because the adjusted significance 
levels do not take into account unequal sample sizes. On the 
other hand, it seems impossible to find a universal choice of 
significance levels depending on the imbalance concerning 
the underlying distributions such that the desired monoton- 
icity property is satisfied. 

Now although the critical values do not satisfy the mono- 
tonicity property CQ( aq) ? Cp( ap) for all P C Q in general, 

Table 1. Treatment Means and Sample Sizes of Duncan's (1957) Data 

Treatment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

X. 680 734 743 851 873 902 945 
n, 3 2 5 5 3 2 3 

a natural (minimal) requirement should be that for every set 
Q, I Q I ? 3, there exists at least one j E Q such that cQ(aaq) 
? CQ\ {f}(aq 1). A slight generalization of Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.1 shows that this property is satisfied for aq = 1 
- (1 - a)l/k, q = 2, . . ., k and under the assumption that 
the Xi are independently distributed. Again this result is an 
immediate consequence of the generalized Holder inequality 
in Finner (1992). 

Theorem 3.1. Let Xi, i E RJ be independently distributed 
random variables with values in Qi and let TQ: QQ 1R, QQ 
= XiEQQi be real-valued Borel-measurable statistics with 
cdfFQ(z) = P(TQ < z) for all 0 #r Q C N. If TQ\{J}(wi : i 
E Q\ {j}) < TQ(i: i E Q) for all (wi: iE Q) E QQ, Q 
C N, q - I Ql 2, then for all z E R, 

FQ(Z) < I1 FQ\ {j}(Z) 1(q 1) < max FQ\ j (Z) 
JE=_Q jE=Q 

Corollary3.1. LetkERN, k>2, aE(0, l),aq= l-(I 
- a )y/k, q = 1, . . . , k, and cQ(aq) = inflf c E R: FQ(c) > I 
- aq }. Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, for 
every Q, Q c Ik, q = I Q ? 2 2, there exists a j E Q such that 
CQ\{j}(aq-1) < CQ(aq). 

Proof By the definition of CQ and with Theorem 3. 1, we 
obtain (1 - a) /k = 1 - aq < FQ(cQ(aq)) < maxj-Q 
FQ\{J}(cQ(aq)) /(q-l); hence 1 - aqi1 < maxjEQ 
FQ\ {j} (CQ(aq)) . But the last inequality implies the existence 
of a jo E Q with 1 - aql < FQ\{jj}(CQ(aq)), and now the 
definition of CQ\{ jo} implies cQ\ {jO} ( aq-l ) < cQ( agq) 

In practice it is recommended to use the step-down algorithm 
based on the set of homogeneity hypotheses with adjusted 
significance levels aq = 1 - (1 - a )y/k, q = 2, .. ., k - 2, 
and ak-i = ak = a. If the imbalance concerning the distri- 
butions px, is not too large, then one can hope that at least 
all critical values CQ with 3 < I Q I < k - 2 satisfy the mono- 
tonicity property CQ\ {;j} (aq-I ) < CQ( aq). Another possibility 
is the use of other conservative procedures, such as the 
Tukey-Kramer range test procedure in the unbalanced nor- 
mal case. Finally, we note that the critical values of X2- or 
F-test procedures are invariant against unequal sample sizes. 

Table 2. Adjusted Significance Levels and Critical 
Values for Duncan's (1957) Data; k = 7, 

v = 16, and ca =.1 

q aq cq 

2 .0297 30,748.634 
3 .0442 41,174.748 
4 .0584 49,512.687 
5 .0725 56,973.847 
6 .1000 60,524.268 
7 .1000 70,511 .229 
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Table 3. Test Statistics for All Pair Hypotheses Ho 
for Duncan's (1957) Data 

i, j T1, i,Tj, 

1,2 3,499.2 3,4 29,160.0 
1, 3 7,441.9 3, 5 31,687.5 
1, 4 54,826.9 3, 6 36,115.7 
1, 5 55,873.5 3, 7 76,507.5 
1,6 59,140.8 4,5 907.5 
1, 7 105,337.5 4, 6 3,715.7 
2, 3 115.7 4, 7 16,567.5 
2, 4 19,555.7 5, 6 1,009.2 
2, 5 23,185.2 5, 7 7,776.0 
2, 6 28,224.0 6, 7 2,218.8 
2, 7 53,425.2 

4. EXAMPLE 

As a numerical example that may illustrate the usefulness 
of monotonicity properties of critical values and test statistics, 
we reanalyze a data set of an unbalanced one-way layout 
given in Duncan (1957). 

The treatment means and sample sizes are given in Table 
1. The mean square error is given as 52 = 5,395.0 with v 
= 16 degrees of freedom. Assuming that the sample means 
are independent normally distributed with means Ai and 
variance oi2/ni, a2 unknown, we use the test statistics TQ 
= 2ZieQ ni(Xi. - X Q. )2 with corresponding critical values 
Cq = 52 (q - 1 )f aq (cf. Table 2) for testing the homogeneity 
hypotheses HQ, I Q I = q 2 2. Note that TQ can also be 
written as TQ = >.i,jEQ,i<j ninj(Xi. -Xj. )2/ln= 2i,jeQ,i<j(ni 
+ nj) Tij/n9, with Tij = T{i,j and nQ = 2&ieQ ni; hence Table 
3 can be used to compute TQ. From Tables 2 and 3, we see 

that T17, T37 > C7; hence Ho7 and H37 can be rejected with- 
out further tests of homogeneity hypotheses. Furthermore, 
we find T14, T15, T27 > C4, T16 > c5, T35, T36> c2, and T,j 
< c2 for the remaining pairs (i,j), which implies acceptance 
of the latter hypotheses. Because T 2,3,51 = 37,023.6 < C3 and 
T 2,36 = 40,724.0 < C3, H35 and H36 are also accepted. 
Finally, calculation of all TQ with I Q I ? 5 shows that TQ 
> C QIo for all Q with I Q I 2 5; hence Ho4, Ho5 , Ho6, and 
Ho7 can be rejected without explicit tests of all Ho, I Q I 
= 3, 4 with { i, j } c Q for these pair hypotheses. 

[Received November 1991. Revised September 1992.] 
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